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Abstract. We examine the cosmological constraints that can be achieved with a galaxy cluster survey with the future CORE space mission. Using realistic simulations of the millimeter sky, produced with the latest version of the Planck Sky Model, we characterize the CORE cluster catalogues as a function of the main mission performance parameters. We pay particular attention to telescope size, key to improved angular resolution, and discuss the comparison and the complementarity of CORE with ambitious future ground-based CMB experiments that could be deployed in the next decade.

A possible CORE mission concept with a 150 cm diameter primary mirror can detect of the order of 50,000 clusters through the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (SZE). The total yield increases (decreases) by 25% when increasing (decreasing) the mirror diameter by 30 cm. The 150 cm telescope configuration will detect the most massive clusters ($> 10^{14} M_\odot$) at redshift $z > 1.5$ over the whole sky, although the exact number above this redshift is tied to the uncertain evolution of the cluster SZE flux-mass relation; assuming self-similar evolution, CORE will detect $\sim 500$ clusters at redshift $z > 1.5$. This changes to 800 (200) when increasing (decreasing) the mirror size by 30 cm.

CORE will be able to measure individual cluster halo masses through lensing of the cosmic microwave background anisotropies with a 1-$\sigma$ sensitivity of $4 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$, for a 120 cm aperture telescope, and $10^{14} M_\odot$ for a 180 cm one.

From the ground, we estimate that, for example, a survey with about 150,000 detectors at the focus of 350 cm telescopes observing 65% of the sky from Atacama would be shallower than CORE and detect about 11,000 clusters, while a survey from the South Pole with the same number of detectors observing 25% of sky with a 10 m telescope is expected to be deeper and to detect about 70,000 clusters. When combined with such a South Pole survey, CORE
would reach a limiting mass of $M_{500} \sim 2 - 3 \times 10^{13} M_\odot$ and detect 220,000 clusters (5 sigma detection limit).

Cosmological constraints from CORE cluster counts alone are competitive with other scheduled large scale structure surveys in the 2020’s for measuring the dark energy equation-of-state parameters $w_0$ and $w_a$ ($\sigma_{w_0} = 0.28$, $\sigma_{w_a} = 0.31$). In combination with primary CMB constraints, CORE cluster counts can further reduce these error bars on $w_0$ and $w_a$ to 0.05 and 0.13 respectively, and constrain the sum of the neutrino masses, $\Sigma m_\nu$, to 39 meV (1 sigma). The wide frequency coverage of CORE, 60 - 600 GHz, will enable measurement of the relativistic thermal SZE by stacking clusters. Contamination by dust emission from the clusters, however, makes constraining the temperature of the intracluster medium difficult. The kinetic SZE pairwise momentum will be extracted with $S/N = 70$ in the foreground-cleaned CMB map. Measurements of $T_{\text{CMB}}(z)$ using CORE clusters will establish competitive constraints on the evolution of the CMB temperature: $(1 + z)^{1-\beta}$, with an uncertainty of $\sigma_\beta \lesssim 2.7 \times 10^{-3}$ at low redshift ($z \lesssim 1$). The wide frequency coverage also enables clean extraction of a map of the diffuse SZE signal over the sky, substantially reducing contamination by foregrounds compared to the Planck SZE map extraction. Our analysis of the one-dimensional distribution of Compton-$y$ values in the simulated map finds an order of magnitude improvement in constraints on $\sigma_8$ over the Planck result, demonstrating the potential of this cosmological probe with CORE.
1 Introduction

Galaxy clusters are important cosmological probes, primarily because their abundance and their evolution are very sensitive to the growth rate of large-scale structure [1, 2]. This makes them powerful tools for constraining dark energy and possible modifications to gravity [3], and motivates large cluster surveys [4]. Clusters can be selected as overdensities of galaxies observed in the visible and/or near-infrared (NIR) bands [e.g., 5, 6], as extended sources of X-ray emission [e.g., 7] and through the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect [SZE, 8] [9–12]. Surveys in all these wavebands will produce catalogs containing tens of thousands of clusters in the coming decade. These missions include stage-IV dark energy observatories such as the Euclid [13] and the WFIRST [14] space missions, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope [LSST, 15], the eROSITA X-ray satellite [16], and the next generation of cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments, such as the Advanced Atacama Cosmology Telescope [AdvACT, 17], the South Pole Telescope with third generation detector technology [SPT-3G, 18] and the proposed CMB-S4 [19].

In this paper, we study cluster science that would be enabled by the CORE mission. The mission is proposed to survey the sky in intensity and polarization across 19 broadbands spanning the frequency domain from 60 to 600 GHz. It is proposed in response to the European Space Agency’s (ESA) call for a medium-class mission for its M5 opportunity. This paper is one of a series presenting the CORE science goals.
CORE will image galaxy clusters through their SZE, in which the Cosmic Microwave Background photons undergo inverse Compton scattering off electrons from the hot intra-cluster gas, leaving a cold spot in the CMB at frequencies below 220 GHz and a hot spot above this frequency. CORE data will enable the construction of a large catalogue of clusters detected via the thermal SZE (tSZE) out to redshifts \( z > 1.5 \) and their use to constrain cosmological parameters, including the dark energy equation-of-state. The advantage of tSZE detection with respect to other cluster detection techniques is the excellent control it offers on the survey selection function, which is crucial for cosmological applications.

Another critical aspect of this research program is the calibration of the mass-observable scaling relation. This is a difficult task, because it requires cluster mass measurements. Systematic uncertainties in the scaling relations currently limit cluster constraints on cosmological parameters [20, 21]. Gravitational lensing provides the most robust mass measurements [22–24], and the large optical/NIR imaging surveys (e.g., Euclid, WFIRST and LSST) will use gravitational lensing shear observations to calibrate optical/NIR-mass scaling relations for their surveys.

For its part, CORE will be able to calibrate the tSZE signal-mass scaling relation through lensing of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies in temperature and polarization [25–27]. This CMB-lensing methodology makes CORE self-sufficient for cosmology with cluster counts; moreover, the method enables mass measurements to higher redshifts than possible with galaxy (shear) lensing, which will be important for clusters at \( z > 1 \). This is important not only for the CORE cluster sample, but will be valuable for cluster surveys proposed by Euclid, WFIRST, LSST and eROSITA.

The broad frequency coverage of CORE opens the door to additional cosmological studies with clusters. It will be possible to measure the relativistic corrections (rSZE) in a large sample of massive clusters, which then provide direct measurements of cluster temperatures. The kinetic SZE (kSZE) effect will be used to measure pairwise peculiar velocities of clusters, thereby probing the instantaneous rate of structure growth and hence constraining modifications of General Relativity. Finally, the tSZE can be used for an accurate test of a basic tenant of the standard cosmological model: the redshift dependence of the CMB temperature.

We quantify the scientific reach of CORE in each of these areas using detailed simulations of the sky and mission performance. We consider what CORE can achieve alone, comparing to a ground-based survey representative of what can be achieved with a future CMB-S4 observatory, as well as the added value of combining the ground-based observatory and space mission data sets. Particular attention is given to the impact of the choice of the CORE primary telescope aperture (120, 150 and 180 cm) in each case.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our simulations, followed by a discussion of the expected CORE cluster catalogues in Section 3. Section 4 presents forecasts for a variety of studies using the CORE sample. This section includes Subsection 4.1, which describes the expected constraints on cosmological parameters from the cluster counts that depend on the precision with which we can calibrate the tSZE signal-mass scaling relation with CMB lensing, a topic that is presented in Subsection 4.2. In Subsection 4.3, we forecast the potential of using CORE to measure the intracluster medium temperature through the relativistic SZE. Subsection 4.4 contains a discussion of the kinetic SZE and a forecast of associated cosmological constraints. In Subsection 4.5, we consider how well we will be able to constrain the redshift evolution of the CMB temperature. We then turn briefly in Section 5 to science related to the SZ map extracted from the CORE frequency maps. We conclude in Section 6.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel [GHz]</th>
<th>Beam FWHM [arcmin]</th>
<th>Noise $\Delta T$ [$\mu$K-arcmin]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>253.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Central frequencies of the CORE observing bands with the associated angular resolution and expected noise level for a 150 cm telescope. For simplicity, we have assumed the frequency bands are Dirac $\delta$ functions.

Throughout, we adopt the Planck 2015 $\Lambda$CDM best-fit cosmological parameters [Table 9 of 28]: $h = 0.678$, $\Omega_m = 1 - \Omega_\Lambda = 0.308$, $\Omega_b = 0.0484$, $n_s = 0.9677$, and $\sigma_8 = 0.815$.

2 Synthetic sky maps

We create synthetic observations using the current version of the Planck Sky Model [29]. The maps contain primary CMB, galactic emission (dust, free-free and synchrotron), cosmic infrared background, radio and infrared point sources, and cluster signal. We pay careful attention to the cluster signal. The clusters are simulated using the Delabrouille-Melin-Bartlett model [30]: clusters are drawn from the Tinker mass function [31] and their intracluster medium pressure is modeled using the circular generalized NFW profile [32, 33]. The clusters are then placed at random sky positions. We assume clusters are isothermal [adopting the M-T relation from 34], derive the density profile from the pressure, and model the non-relativistic and relativistic thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effects [35–37]. We also include the kinetic SZE, assuming uncorrelated Gaussian velocities with zero mean and a standard deviation extracted using linear theory. In addition to the tSZE and the kSZE, we include emission from dust within clusters, which is an improvement on previous simulations of this kind. We adopt a modified blackbody spectrum ($\beta = 1.5$, $T_d = 19.2K$) for the dust in clusters [38], and we use a spatial profile that is more extended than that of the pressure that has been found to be a good fit to stacked Planck clusters [39].

We observe this synthetic sky using five instruments: three versions of the proposed space mission, CORE-150, CORE-120, CORE-180, and two possible components of a future...
Table 2. Central frequencies of the CMB-S4 (Atacama) observing bands with the associated resolution and noise level. For simplicity, we have assumed the bands are Dirac delta functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel [GHz]</th>
<th>Beam FWHM [arcmin]</th>
<th>Noise $\Delta T$ [$\mu$K-arcmin]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Central frequencies of the CMB-S4 (South Pole) observing bands with the associated resolution and noise level. For simplicity, we have assumed the bands are Dirac delta functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel [GHz]</th>
<th>Beam FWHM [arcmin]</th>
<th>Noise $\Delta T$ [$\mu$K-arcmin]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ground-based observatory that we call CMB-S4 (Atacama) and CMB-S4 (South Pole), which are representative of what one could think of building in the next decade.

*CORE* as proposed in answer to the M5 call of ESA is not fully optimized for SZ science, its main focus and design driver being CMB polarisation. In this paper we consider as a baseline study case a modest extension of the mission concept proposed to M5, *CORE*-150, better suited to SZ science. *CORE*-150 has the same frequency channels as the mission proposed to M5, but a slightly larger telescope (150 cm diameter aperture) and slightly better sensitivity (an improvement by a factor of $\sqrt{2}$ in sensitivity, which could be obtained straightforwardly with either dual polarisation detectors, or a mission duration extended by a factor of 2). The angular resolution and sensitivity of each frequency channel of the instrument is given in Table 1. We also consider two other scenarios with a smaller (120 cm) or larger (180 cm) telescope, but same frequency channels and same raw sensitivity per channel. Only the size of the instrument beam is scaled, for each channel, by a factor of 150/120 or 150/180.

We consider two study cases for the ground-based observatory, observing from either the South Pole or the Atacama plateau. We assume that the South Pole site will be equipped with an antenna comparable to the current 10 m SPT [40], but a large focal plane array of 155,000 detectors observing the sky in five different frequency channels, and that the Atacama site will be equipped with several new 3.5 m telescopes (similar to those used by POLARBEAR [41]), with the same detector count observing in the same frequency bands, between 40 and 270 GHz. Observing 65%/25% of the sky from the Atacama plateau and the South Pole, respectively, during two years of effective observations (i.e., assuming 100% efficiency) leads to the sensitivities given in Tables 2 and 3. We note that effective observing efficiencies are typically of the order of 20% rather than 100%, and hence that the actual observations would require significantly more time (about 10 years) to complete.

None of the five considered experiments – *CORE*-150, *CORE*-120, *CORE*-180, CMB-
S4 (Atacama), CMB-S4 (South Pole) – will use the full sky for cluster science because of the galactic contamination and – in the case of ground-based facilities – the limited sky accessibility. Given the current mission concept, CORE will be able to use \( \sim 85\% \) of the sky. We use in our present analysis the Planck survey mask built for the cluster catalogue (see Fig. 1, top panel). The Atacama/South Pole mask corresponds to observations with a maximum zenith angle of 45/60 deg around the corresponding latitudes of each site -22.9/-90 deg respectively. We use for the Atacama/South Pole surveys the same galactic mask as for the space mission, which masks regions most contaminated by the Milky Way (see two bottom panels of Fig. 1).

### 3 Cluster Catalogues

In our analysis, we follow the procedure adopted by the Planck collaboration for cluster science, which are described in detail elsewhere [11, 42, 43]. For each of the five surveys – CORE-120, CORE-150, CORE-180, CMB-S4 (Atacama), CMB-S4 (South Pole) – we divide the all-sky maps into 504 overlapping tangential patches of \( 10 \times 10 \text{ deg}^2 \). For each patch, we compute the noise power matrix \( \vec{P}(\vec{k}) \) corresponding to instrumental noise and sources of astrophysical signal except for the tSZE. We then estimate the expected noise level \( \sigma_{\theta_s} \) through a Matched Multifilter optimized for tSZE detection [44]

\[
\sigma_{\theta_s} \equiv \left[ \int d^2 k \ F_{\theta_s}^T(\vec{k}) \cdot \vec{P}^{-1}(\vec{k}) \cdot F_{\theta_s}(\vec{k}) \right]^{-1/2} \tag{3.1}
\]

with \( F_{\theta_s}(\vec{k}) \equiv j \nu T_{\theta_s}(\vec{k}) \) the column vector containing the beam convolved cluster profile at each frequency \( T_{\theta_s}(\vec{k}) \) and the expected frequency dependence of the tSZE \( j \nu \). We then reassemble the 504 \( \sigma_{\theta_s} \) functions into a single all-sky HEALPix map. We thus obtain an all-sky tSZE noise map \( \sigma_{\theta_s}(l,b) \) for each experiment. Clusters from the simulated catalogue are considered as being detected by a given experiment with \( S/N \geq 5 \) if their integrated tSZE flux \( Y \) and size \( \theta_s \) obey

\[
Y \geq 5 \sigma_{\theta_s}(l,b), \tag{3.2}
\]

and if they are located inside the survey area of the experiment. Note that this selection criterion is similar to the selection applied to build the Planck catalogues, and that we carefully normalize the tSZE flux-mass relations in our simulations so our predicted counts are compatible with the cluster counts observed by Planck.

Expected counts are shown in Table 4. CORE-150 will detect of the order of 50,000 clusters over 85\% of sky while CMB-S4 (South Pole) will detect \( \sim 70,000 \) clusters over 25\% of sky. CMB-S4 (Atacama) is expected to be shallower with \( \sim 7,000 \) clusters over the 38\% sky that do not overlap with the South Pole survey, and about 11,000 clusters in total over its 55\% useful sky. Combining the multi-frequency CORE-150 and higher angular resolution CMB-S4 (South Pole) datasets would enable significant reduction in the effect of astrophysical noise sources, such as galactic dust or infrared point sources, allowing one to lower the mass limit significantly and to detect around 200,000 objects in the 25\% sky visible from the South Pole. This large increase in cluster counts is possible thanks to the large number of CORE observing bands at and between CMB-S4 (South Pole) frequencies, which allow for a more efficient reduction of foreground contamination. Changing the CORE telescope size to 120cm/180cm would lead to a loss/gain of \( \sim 25\% \) in the number of detected clusters.
Figure 1. Survey masks in galactic coordinates for the CORE mission (~ 85% of the sky, top), CMB-S4 (Atacama, middle), where the red region (~ 38% of the sky) is observed from Atacama only, and the green region (~ 17% of the sky) from both Atacama and the South Pole, and CMB-S4 (South Pole, bottom).
Fig. 2 presents the expected mass $M_{500}$ - redshift $z$ distribution of the detected clusters. \textit{CORE} will detect clusters down to a limiting mass $M_{500}$ lying between $10^{14} M_\odot$ and $2 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$, while CMB-S4 (Atacama) is shallower with a limiting mass between $2 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$ and $3 \times 10^{14} M_\odot$. CMB-S4 (South Pole) is deeper and should reach masses approaching $5 \times 10^{13} M_\odot$. The combination of \textit{CORE}-150 and CMB-S4 would permit us to reduce the mass threshold to between $2 \times 10^{13} M_\odot$ and $3 \times 10^{13} M_\odot$. The combination of \textit{CORE} and...
Table 4. Number of clusters $N_{\text{clus}}$ expected to be detected with $S/N \geq 5$ for the experiments. For each experiment, the corresponding sky mask is taken into account. $\text{CORE-150+CMB-S4 (Atacama)/(South Pole)}$ counts are given within the Atacama/South Pole mask. For Atacama, the table gives the number of detections in the whole sky region covered by the Atacama survey. In the sky region not covered by the South Pole survey, i.e. 38% of sky, the sole Atacama survey detects instead 7,400 clusters, 50 of which at $z > 1.5$. The added value of a combination of $\text{CORE}$ with a deep, high-resolution ground-based survey is spectacular.

CMB-S4 (South Pole) should allow – for the first time – the possibility of tSZE cluster selection in the redshift range $2 < z < 3$. The exact number is rather uncertain, because it depends on the evolution of the intracluster medium properties in redshift ranges that have not yet been sampled. Moreover, predictions from hydrodynamical simulations have not yet reached a consensus on the tSZE properties of such high redshift clusters [45–50]. In our synthetic observations, we have assumed that the local scaling law $Y - M_{500}$ evolves self-similarly over the full redshift range. If this is the case, $\text{CORE-150}$ should detect $\sim 500$ objects at $z > 1.5$, CMB-S4 would find around $\sim 5,000$ and a combination of the two would allow one to increase this number by as much as a factor of four to $\sim 20,000$. The number of expected high $z$ clusters for each survey is provided in the right column of Table 4.

In comparison, the $e\text{ROSITA}$ mission (launch in 2017) is expected to detect clusters up to $z = 1.5$ in the X-ray, and the $\text{Euclid}$ mission (launch in 2020) will reach $z = 2$ in optical/NIR. $\text{CORE}$ will complement these two large X-ray and optical cluster experiments in the millimeter range and will enable the detection of many high redshift clusters.

4 Science with the $\text{CORE}$ Cluster Sample

In the following subsections we present forecasts for particular scientific analyses that the $\text{CORE}$ dataset will enable.

4.1 Cosmological Constraints from $\text{CORE}$ Cluster Counts

This section presents cosmological constraints assuming the selection function based on thermal SZE noise maps computed in Section 3. We adopt a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach, and we test our contours against those derived using a Fisher matrix technique in the case of constraints on $(\Omega_m, \sigma_8)$.

4.1.1 Impact of Mass Calibration and Parameter Degeneracies

We first focus on $\Omega_m$ and $\sigma_8$. Although these two parameters will likely be constrained to a few parts in a thousand in the early 2020’s after the end of dedicated large scale structure
Figure 3. Left: the 95% confidence limits (from Fisher matrix analysis) on $\Omega_m$ and $\sigma_8$ from Planck and the three CORE telescope apertures which we considered. The uncertainty on $1 - b$ for each set of contours is 5%/1% for solid/dashed lines, respectively. Right: The 68% and 95% confidence limits (from MCMC analysis) for CORE-150 in a constrained case where only $\Omega_m$, $\sigma_8$ and $1 - b$ are free to vary as in the Fisher analysis, and for the full run case where all the cosmological parameters and four mass-observable parameters are free and priors are adopted as in the Planck analysis [20]. The MCMC constrained case is in very good agreement with the Fisher blue solid and dashed contours of the left hand figure.

missions such as DESI and Euclid (see for example [51]), we want to compare the gain in sensitivity from Planck to CORE using only SZE cluster counts. For this first test, we fix all the cosmological and scaling law parameters except $\sigma_8$, $\Omega_m$ and $1 - b$, where $b$ is a single fractional mass bias parameter assumed to hold for all masses and redshifts [52]. Although this approach does not allow for as much freedom as the cosmological analyses undertaken with the current datasets [21, 53], the precise mass constraints from CMB lensing (see Section 4.2 and Figure 9 below) will dramatically reduce the systematic uncertainties and make it less important to include this additional freedom.

Results are shown in Figure 3 (left) for the Fisher matrix analysis of the cluster samples arising from the three different CORE telescope sizes and from the Planck sample in the case of 5% (dashed line) and 1% (solid line) priors on $1 - b$. For Planck, improving our prior on $1 - b$ from 5% to 1% reduces the contour perpendicularly to the well known parameter degeneracy as described in the recent Planck analysis [20]. For CORE, the orientation of the degeneracy line is similar to that for Planck in the case of a 1% calibration error but is different for a 5% calibration error. Note that the expected CORE constraints are much stronger than the Planck constraints (gain of factor 4 on $\Omega_m$ and factor 3 on $\sigma_8$ for a 1% prior on $1 - b$). Interestingly, the three CORE telescope sizes lead to comparable constraints when the error on $1 - b$ is fixed through an external prior. The significant difference between the 5% and 1% cases is indicating that the uncertainties on $\sigma_8$ and $\Omega_m$ are dominated by the uncertainty on the cluster mass scale for CORE, if that uncertainty is bigger than 1%. This demonstrates the importance of having a mass calibration good to 1% to be able to use the full information in the CORE cluster counts.

The results from a MCMC analysis are shown in the right panel of Figure 3. As for the Fisher matrix case, we show results for the two different assumed accuracies of the mass
calibration. In addition, we show results for a constrained case (hereafter c-case) where only \( \Omega_m, \sigma_8 \) and \( 1 - b \) are free to vary as in the Fisher case, and for a full run case (hereafter f-case) where all the cosmological parameters are free and priors are adopted on the mass-observable relation parameters (log \( Y_* \), \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \sigma_{\ln Y} \)) as in the recent Planck analysis [20]. The c-case is in good agreement with the Fisher matrix results on the left, whereas in the f-case the constraints are significantly broadened by the additional cosmological and mass-observable relation parameters. In this f-case there is a clear advantage to having 1\% mass calibration, but the impact is less dramatic than for the c-case run.

4.1.2 Impact of Cosmic Variance

For this analysis, we have binned our sample in redshift assuming that cluster counts are uncorrelated, and we have employed a Poisson likelihood based on the Cash statistic [54]. This approximation is valid for large redshift bins (\( \Delta z \sim 0.1 \)) and medium size cluster samples such as Planck’s and SPT’s where the statistical error budget is dominated by shot noise. With larger samples such as that from CORE, we expect this approximation to break down due to large scale correlations in the underlying matter density field. The cluster counts within each bin \( \Delta z_i \) then fluctuate due to the large scale structure [55],

\[
N_i = \bar{N}_i(1 + b_i \delta_i),
\]

where \( \delta_i \) is the overdensity within the redshift bin, \( b_i \) is the average cluster bias and we denote averaged quantities with overbars. If the bin size is large enough, the density fluctuations are Gaussian and fully characterised by their variance

\[
\sigma^2(z_i) = \int \frac{d^3k}{(2\pi)^3} W^2(k, z_i) P(k)
\]

with the window function \( W(k, z_i) \) picking out radial shells around the observer. Because CORE will observe a large number of clusters in each redshift bin, \( \bar{N}_i \gg 1 \), the likelihood to find \( N^{\text{obs}}_i \) objects is then given by a Gaussian with variance \( s_i^2 = \bar{N}_i + \bar{N}_i^2 b_i^2 \sigma^2(z_i) \), receiving contributions from both shot noise and sample variance due to fluctuations in the density field [56]:

\[
\mathcal{L}_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi s_i^2}} \exp \left( \frac{\left( N^{\text{obs}}_i - \bar{N}_i \right)^2}{2s_i^2} \right).
\]

In Figure 4, we compare the Poisson likelihood result to the Gaussian which takes into account the cosmic variance contribution. For the c-case (left), it widens the contour perpendicular to the usual \( \sigma_8-\Omega_m \) degeneracy direction, while for the f-case (right) the effect is smaller because statistical errors are less dominant when taking into account marginalization over additional cosmological and mass-observable relation parameters.

4.1.3 Dark Energy Equation of State

We now study the \( w \)CDM model with dark energy equation of state parameters \( (w_0, w_a) \) using \( w(a) = w_0 + w_a \times (1 - a) \). We leave all the cosmological parameters free and adopt the same priors on the mass observable relation parameters (log \( Y_* \), \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \sigma_{\ln Y} \)) as in the recent analysis of the Planck sample [20]. For this specific parameter combination, knowing the cluster mass scale parameter \( b \) is less important than for the previous case (\( \Omega_m \) vs. \( \sigma_8 \)), because \( w_0 \) and \( w_a \) constraints are mainly dependent on the evolution of the cluster counts and are less
sensitive to their overall normalization. Constraints on \((w_0, w_a)\) are shown in Figure 5. Using cluster counts only, we forecast fully marginalized 68% confidence constraints of \(\sigma_{w_0} = 0.28\) and \(\sigma_{w_a} = 0.31\) for our CORE-150 baseline configuration. Constraints from CORE primary CMB only are limited to \(\sigma_{w_0} = 0.47\) and \(\sigma_{w_a} = 0.97\). Combining the CORE primary CMB constraints to CORE cluster counts breaks the degeneracy and provides \(\sigma_{w_0} = 0.05\) and \(\sigma_{w_a} = 0.13\). If the redshift trend parameter \(\beta\) is known, cluster counts constraints tighten to \(\sigma_{w_0} = 0.13\) and \(\sigma_{w_a} = 0.10\). These constraints are competitive and complementary to the constraints expected from weak lensing and galaxy clustering in the 2020’s: \textit{Euclid} forecasts \(\sigma_{w_0} = 0.015\) and \(\sigma_{w_a} = 0.15\) [Table 2.2 of 13] and LSST \(\sigma_{w_0} \sim 0.05\) and \(\sigma_{w_a} \sim 0.15\) [Fig. 15.1 of 15].

### 4.1.4 Neutrino Mass Constraints

tSZE cluster counts alone cannot provide competitive constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses \(\Sigma m_\nu\), because the mass sum is degenerate with the normalization of the primordial power spectrum. Combining \textit{CORE} primary CMB and \textit{CORE} cluster counts strengthens significantly the constraints on this parameter in the \(\Lambda\)CDM+\(\Sigma m_\nu\) model. To explore this, we use the chains from the Exploring Cosmic Origins paper on cosmological parameters [57] in combination with our cluster MCMC. Figure 6 (left) presents the probability distribution function of \(\Sigma m_\nu\) for \textit{CORE}-150 primary CMB TT, TE and EE (solid black line), \textit{CORE}-150 primary CMB + cluster counts (solid red line) and \textit{CORE}-150 primary CMB + cluster counts in combination with CMB-S4 (South Pole) cluster counts (solid blue line). We obtain the following constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses \(\sigma_{\Sigma m_\nu} = 47\), 39, and 33 meV for \textit{CORE}-150 CMB, \textit{CORE}-150 CMB+SZ and \textit{CORE}-150 CMB+SZ + CMB-S4 (South Pole), respectively. Figure 6 (right) presents the degeneracies of \(\Sigma m_\nu\) with the mass-observable scaling relation parameters \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\). Improving our knowledge of cluster masses would strengthen...
Figure 5. 68% and 95% confidence regions on \( w_0 \) and \( w_a \) from CORE-150 for cluster counts and primary CMB. Cluster counts break the degeneracy of the primary CMB constraints, providing joint constraints \( \sigma_w = 0.05 \) and \( \sigma_w = 0.13 \).

Figure 6. Left: Probability distribution function of \( \Sigma m_\nu \) for CORE-150 primary CMB (TT,TE,EE), CORE-150 CMB+SZ, and CORE-150 CMB+SZ combined with South Pole SZ. Right: Degeneracies between \( \Sigma m_\nu \) and the slope and evolution parameters \((\alpha, \beta)\) of the tSZE flux-mass relation.

Further our constraints on the sum of the neutrino mass.
Figure 7. Information Gain for the CORE SZE number counts w.r.t. different priors in different models. From top to bottom, we find a strong synergy between CORE primary CMB and CORE SZE in models with massive neutrinos and dynamical Dark Energy. Furthermore, the information gain of CORE SZE relative to Planck SZE is comparable to the 7.6 bits of information gained by moving from WMAP 9 primary CMB to Planck 2015 primary CMB [58]. Finally, CORE SZE will provide useful extra information when combined with ground based CMB-S4 experiments.

4.1.5 Information Gain

To evaluate the performance of a future experiment and how it is affected by specific choices such as the mirror size, Figures of Merit (FoM) are employed. Recently, in addition to the traditional Dark Energy Task Force (DETF) FoM [59] and variations thereof, the so-called Information Gain has been introduced and applied to cosmology [see e.g. 58, 60–65]. Given a prior covariance $\Pi$, and a posterior covariance $\Sigma$, the Information Gain can be computed as [60, 64]:

\[
\text{Information Gain} = \log_2 \frac{\Sigma}{\Pi}
\]
\[ I = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{\det(\Pi)}{\det(\Sigma)} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \text{trace}(\mathbb{I} - \Sigma \Pi^{-1}), \tag{4.4} \]

where \( \mathbb{I} \) is the identity matrix.

The unit of the information gain depends on the base of the logarithm used in its derivation. If the natural logarithm is used, as in Eq. 4.4, it is ‘nats’; if Eq. 4.4 is divided by \( \ln(2) \), the unit is the more familiar ‘bits’\(^1\), which corresponds to using the logarithm base 2, which is what we use in this work.

Contrary to the traditional DETF FoM, which considers the determinant of the Fisher matrix, the information gain is motivated by information theory [66, 67], and quantifies the amount of information on the model parameters that is gained when updating the prior to the posterior (for application to past observations, see [58, 63]). For this reason, the information gain has been proposed as a FoM for experimental forecasting [60, 62, 64]. The advantages of the information gain compared to other FoM are discussed in detail elsewhere [60, 64].

Let us first consider the information gained when CORE SZE cluster counts are combined with the cosmological constraints from the primary CORE CMB in different cosmological models. We consider the base flat \( \Lambda \)CDM model, the curved \( \Lambda \)CDM, the flat \( \Lambda \)CDM with massive neutrinos, and the flat \( \Lambda \)CDM with dynamical Dark Energy Equations of state. In each of these models, we use the primary CMB Fisher matrices [57] as priors, and investigate how things improve when one includes the SZE number counts. The results are shown in the uppermost panel of Figure 7.

In flat \( \Lambda \)CDM, CORE SZE provides very little information when added to primary CORE CMB, as the latter already constrains the cosmological parameters to better than per-cent accuracy. Therefore, in this model, assessing the consistency between CORE SZE and CORE primary CMB will be a valuable cross check. This situation changes when extended models are considered. When curvature is allowed, the addition of CORE SZE gives a modest improvement of 3.3 bits, mainly due to the improvement of the constraint on the curvature density. However, much larger Information Gains are expected in models with massive neutrinos (7.5 bits), and even more so in models with dynamical Dark Energy. In this model, the addition of CORE SZE will provide a boost of 13.4 bits of information. This results from the ability of CORE SZE constraints to break the well known parameter degeneracies of the primary CMB present in these models. In summary, the synergy between CORE cluster counts and primary CMB manifests itself most in the ability to dramatically improve constraints on neutrino masses and the Dark Energy Equation of state parameters.

We also investigate the information gain of moving from the Planck 2015 SZE number counts to the CORE SZE number counts, as a function of the mirror size. For this purpose, in Eq. 4.4 we assume the Planck SZE covariance as a prior \( \Pi \), and the CORE SZE Fisher matrix as a posterior \( \Sigma \). The results are shown in the second panel of Figure 7. Moving from Planck SZE number counts to CORE SZE number counts will provide an information gain of 6.7-7.8 bits, depending on the mirror size. This corresponds to a large amount of additional cosmological information, comparable to the improvement obtained in moving from the WMAP 9 primary CMB results to the Planck 2015 primary CMB results [58]. Naturally, the mirror size affects the information gain, with a larger mirror resulting in more detected objects and therefore more cosmological information. This effect is, however, not linear in

\(^1\) Consider a single free parameter in a Poisson system. In this case \( \Sigma = \Pi/\lambda \) where \( \lambda \) is the ratio of the number of samples in the prior and posterior case. For an increase in sample size of an order of magnitude, the number of bits of information would be 8.2.
mirror size: reducing the mirror size by 30 cm (from 150 cm to 120 cm), results in a loss of
\(\sim 0.7\) bits of information, whereas increasing the mirror size by 30 cm (from 150 cm to 180
cm), yields a smaller difference of 0.4 bits.

Besides the noticeable improvement \(\text{CORE SZE}\) would provide relative to \(\text{Planck SZE}\), and its synergies with \(\text{CORE}\) primary CMB, we also investigate how much information \(\text{CORE SZE}\) would provide when added to the ground-based SZE experiments CMB-S4 (South Pole) and CMB-S4 (Atacama). In this case, we assume the CMB-S4 Fisher matrices as priors, and the combination of these with \(\text{CORE SZE}\) as posterior. We fix the mirror size to 150 cm. The results are summarized in the two lower panels of Figure 7. Considering the large information gains obtained by adding \(\text{CORE SZE}\) to the ground based experiments (6.7-7.3 bits with CMB-S4 (South Pole), 4.1-4.9 bits with CMB-S4 (Atacama)), we conclude that \(\text{CORE}\) would significantly improve the cosmological constraints of ground based experiments and provide a good amount of new cosmological information on models of dynamical Dark Energy with and without free curvature. Furthermore, we find a larger information gain when \(\text{CORE SZE}\) is added to CMB-S4 (South Pole) rather than CMB-S4 (Atacama). This effect is due to the fact that the joint CMB-S4 (South Pole)+\(\text{CORE}\) sample is in itself larger, and, furthermore, spans a larger portion of mass–redshift space (see Figure 2 and Table 4).

4.2 Cluster Mass Calibration

Cluster masses will be calibrated using lensing of the primary CMB by clusters, a technique
called CMB Halo Lensing. \(\text{Planck}\), \(\text{ACT}\) and \(\text{SPT}\) recently reported first detections of this
effect by stacking hundreds to thousands of objects [20, 26, 27]. In this section we provide
forecasts for the three \(\text{CORE}\) concepts we consider (\(\text{CORE-120}\), \(\text{CORE-150}\), \(\text{CORE-180}\)) based
on a new detection method [25].

Figure 8 left shows the \(1\sigma\) error on CMB halo lensing mass as a function of redshift for 
\(\text{Planck}\) (green dotted line), the three \(\text{CORE}\) concepts (blue lines) and the CMB-S4 (South
Pole; red dashed line) experiment. While detecting individual cluster mass was out of reach for
\(\text{Planck}\), \(\text{CORE-120/}\text{CORE-150/}\text{CORE-180}\) will be able to provide individual cluster masses
with \(1\sigma\) statistical uncertainties of \(4 \times 10^{14}/2 \times 10^{14}/10^{14} \, M_{\odot}\), respectively. CMB-S4 (South
Pole) could reach the \(1 - 2 \times 10^{13} \, M_{\odot}\) mass range if the experiment has sufficient frequency
coverage to separate the SZE from point sources in clusters. The right panel of Figure 8
Figure 9. Left: Relative error on the mass scale $1-b$ from CMB halo lensing as a function of redshift for the three CORE configurations. The same quantity from the stacked signal of the detected clusters in each redshift bin (Table 4). Right: Relative error as a function of mass.

presents mass isocurves at $z = 0.5$ (1σ) for varying CORE telescope apertures and instrumental noise levels. It illustrates in particular how quickly we gain in sensitivity on cluster mass when increasing the telescope aperture.

CMB halo lensing stacks will be used to calibrate cluster mass in scaling relations (e.g. $Y - M$) to allow for improved cosmological constraints. Assuming that $1-b$ does not depend upon redshift or mass, CORE-120/CORE-150/CORE-180 will constrain this parameter to 0.7%/0.4%/0.2% (statistical error) if we stack all the clusters detected at $S/N \geq 5$ (numbers given in Table 4 for each concept). If $1-b$ depends on the redshift, CORE-120 can still constrain it at the few percent level up to $z = 1.5$, while CORE-150 and CORE-180 should be able to reach this precision up to $z = 2$ (Figure 9 left). The right panel of Figure 9 shows that the mass dependence can also be constrained at the few percent level for clusters with masses between 2 and $3 \times 10^{13} M_\odot$ using stacking.

These numbers are competitive with– and complementary to– forecasts for Euclid shear measurements (1% calibration of the mass) in the $z < 1$ redshift range. CORE will provide access to lensing halo mass calibration at a few percent level for redshifts higher than $z = 1$ (and up to $z = 2$ for telescope sizes greater than 1.5 m).

4.3 Studies of the Relativistic Thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect

We also explore the possibility of measuring the relativistic thermal SZE [35–37] with CORE-150. This is particularly interesting to constrain cluster temperature without external X-ray follow-up. The analysis is based on the 100 highest temperature clusters in the CORE sample. All these systems have temperatures at or above $k_B T = 12.6$ keV. After extracting square patches of 2.5 degrees (on a side) around each cluster and for each band, the maps above 115 GHz are smoothed to a common resolution of 7 arcminutes. The maps at 115 GHz and below are left at their native resolution.

The maps are then preprocessed to remove point sources, Galactic emission and the primary CMB. Point sources are subtracted based on the difference map between the 60 GHz and the 70 GHz map (radio sources) and the 800 GHz map (IR sources). A Mexican Hat Wavelet filter is applied to detect and mask IR sources while the radio sources are identified as peaks ($\geq 4\sigma$) in the difference map (60-70 GHz). To remove the contribution from the
thermal dust emission of the Galaxy, a modified black body with spectral index $\beta = 1.6$ and variable temperature is fit to the dust spectrum. The spectrum of the dust is obtained as the mean flux beyond a region of 20 arcminutes away from the cluster position (and up to the boundary of the field of view of 2.5 degrees). A consistent best fit of 18 K is found for all the cluster regions. Only the bands above 390 GHz (inclusive) are used to fit the spectral energy distribution of the thermal dust emission. The normalization of the model is taken such that the 800 GHz band is reproduced exactly by the model. This model ($\beta = 1.6$, $T = 18$ K, Norm$=800$ GHz) is subtracted from all bands. Finally, the CMB is removed by subtracting the cleaned 220 GHz band (where point sources are masked and the Galactic emission has been subtracted). The resulting SZE maps are dominated by SZE signal but potentially also contain some residual point source and IR emission (Galactic and extragalactic) that was not perfectly removed as well as instrumental noise. An advantage of the CORE frequency coverage is the ability to make this correction quite accurately.

We use these maps to measure the SZE spectrum. The SZE flux is estimated in each band from the SZE maps as the minimum/maximum flux in a disc of 6 arcminutes centered on the cluster minus the average signal in a ring with inner radius equal to 30 arcminutes and outer radius equal to 60 arcminutes. The error on the flux is taken as the dispersion of the entire field of view after excluding the cluster region divided by the square root of the number of samples. The measured SZE spectrum is finally used to derive the best temperature taking advantage of the dependency of the relativistic correction on the cluster temperature. Fitting the SZE spectrum is done excluding the bands below 130 GHz (poor resolution and sensitivity), the band at 220 GHz (used to subtract the CMB component) and the band at 800 GHz (used to remove the Galactic component). The approach is highlighted in Figure 10.

The stacked normalized SZE spectrum for 100 stacked clusters (symbols) shows an excess at high frequencies with respect to the expected SZE spectrum (solid line) and the SZE spectrum without a relativistic correction (dotted line). This excess is due to the relativistic model being for a 12.6 keV cluster, which is the minimum temperature of the sample rather than the best fit mean temperature. The measurement uncertainties are exceedingly small and reflect the uncertainty on the mean when considering the cluster to cluster spectral variation. It is clear that even with a small number of clusters the CORE data will enable precise measurements of the SZE spectrum. Crucially important in this analysis is the ability to remove infrared source contamination, and that requires the broad frequency range of CORE and especially the high frequency bands that are only available in a space mission.

### 4.4 Constraints on the Kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effect

In this section, we present forecasts on the sensitivity of the CORE mission for studies of the kinetic SZE [68]. This effect expresses the Doppler kick experienced by CMB photons as they Thomson scatter off moving clouds of ionized electrons. This process results in a perturbation of the brightness temperature of the CMB that is proportional to the line-of-sight (LOS) component of the electron cloud peculiar velocity [69]:

$$\frac{\delta T(\mathbf{n})}{T_0} = -\int dl \sigma_T n_e(\mathbf{n}, l) \frac{v_e \cdot \mathbf{n}}{c},$$

(4.5)

where $n_e$ is the electron number density, $\sigma_T$ is the Thomson cross-section, $v_e/c$ is the peculiar velocity vector of the cloud in units of the speed of light, and $\mathbf{n}$ is the unit vector defining the LOS.
Figure 10. Stacked, normalized SZE spectrum measurements (symbols) and uncertainties for the 100 highest temperature clusters. All spectra are normalized at 130 GHz before stacking. The lines show the average of the stacked SZE spectrum (dashed), an SZE spectrum with no relativistic correction (dotted), and an SZE spectrum with relativistic correction (solid) for a cluster with $k_B T = 12$ keV, which is the minimum temperature for this stack. The model spectra are also normalized at 130 GHz. The depth of the CORE data enable the precise measurement of the cluster SZE spectrum even for much smaller numbers of clusters.

In our forecasts we study the CORE sensitivity to the kSZ pairwise momentum $p_{kSZ}(r)$ on our set of galaxy clusters, which is given by this sum over galaxy cluster pairs:

$$\hat{p}_{kSZ}(r) = -\sum_{i<j} (\delta T_i - \delta T_j) c_{i,j},$$

(4.6)

where $\delta T_i$ are the kSZ temperature estimates of the $i$-th cluster and the weights $c_{i,j}$ are given by [70]

$$c_{i,j} = \hat{r}_{i,j} \cdot \left( \frac{r_i + r_j}{2} \right) = \frac{(r_i - r_j)(1 + \cos \theta)}{2 \sqrt{r_i^2 + r_j^2 - 2r_i r_j \cos \theta}}.$$  

(4.7)

As discussed in detail elsewhere [71], $r_i$ and $r_j$ are the comoving distance vectors corresponding to the locations of the $i$-th and $j$-th clusters on the sky, and $r_{i,j} = r_i - r_j$ is the vector pointing to cluster $i$ from cluster $j$. The symbol $\hat{r}$ denotes a unit vector in the direction of $r$, and $\theta$ is the angle separating the two directions $\hat{r}_i$ and $\hat{r}_j$. Similarly, $\hat{r}_{i,j}$ is the unit vector defining the direction of the separation vector $r_{i,j}$.

For the theoretical modeling of this statistic, we follow an approach [72] where the pairwise momentum is defined as

$$p_{kSZ}(r) = T_0 \tau_{eff} \frac{2 b_{\delta\delta} \xi^{\delta\delta}(r, z)}{1 + b_{\delta\delta}^2 \xi^{\delta\delta}(r, z)},$$

(4.8)

where $b_{\delta\delta}$ is the average galaxy cluster bias, $\xi^{\delta\delta}(r, z)$ is the scale and redshift dependent linear density–density correlation function (i.e. the Fourier transform of the linear matter density
power spectrum), and $\xi_{\delta v}(r, z)$ refers to the density – distance projected peculiar velocity correlation function, given by

$$\xi_{\delta v}(r) \equiv \langle \delta(x) \hat{r} \cdot \mathbf{v}(x + \mathbf{r}) \rangle = -\frac{H(z)f(z)}{2\pi^2(1 + z)} \int dk k P_m(k, z) j_1(kr),$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4.9)

with $H(z)$ the Hubble parameter, $f(z) = d\log D/d\log a$ is the logarithmic derivative of the density linear growth factor with respect to the cosmological scale factor, and $P_m(k, z)$ is the scale and redshift dependent matter power spectrum.

We use the simulated maps of the baseline CORE-150 mission in the different frequency bands to compute an estimate of the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for the detection of the kSZE pairwise momentum for each of those bands. For this, we compute an estimate of the kSZE pairwise momentum in 100 rotated/displaced configurations of the positions of the $\sim$52,000 clusters on each frequency map. That is, we first consider the angular positions of our simulated cluster set and rotate them in galactic longitude on 100 rotated/displaced configurations. This procedure preserves the real relative angular distances among galaxy clusters. For each rotated configuration, aperture photometry (AP) is conducted on the displaced position of each cluster, with an aperture that equals the maximum between 5 arcmin and the FWHM of each map. This is motivated by the fact that the average angular virial radius of our cluster sample is close to 5 arcmin.

Each rotated configuration of our cluster sample provides an estimate of the kSZE pairwise momentum on angular positions where we expect to find no kSZE signal. Thus the ensemble of the 100 $p_{kSZ}(r)$ estimates can be used to estimate a covariance matrix for its measurement,

$$C_{i,j} = \langle (p_{kSZ}(r_i) - \langle p_{kSZ}(r_i) \rangle)(p_{kSZ}(r_j) - \langle p_{kSZ}(r_j) \rangle) \rangle,$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4.10)

where the $\langle \ldots \rangle$ denote averages of the 100 rotated/displaced configurations. With this covariance matrix, we next adopt a matched filter approach in which the observed data would be fit to our fiducial expectation provided by Eq. 4.8, yielding an amplitude $A$:

$$A = \frac{p_{kSZ, obs}^t C^{-1} p_{kSZ, fid}}{p_{kSZ, fid}^t C^{-1} p_{kSZ, fid}},$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4.11)

In this equation, $p_{kSZ, obs}$ refers to the observed kSZE pairwise momentum in the form of a vector evaluated over a set of cluster pair separations $r$, while $p_{kSZ, fid}$ corresponds to the fiducial model of Eq. 4.8. The formal variance of the amplitude $A$ is given by

$$\sigma_A^2 = \frac{1}{p_{kSZ, fid}^t C^{-1} p_{kSZ, fid}}.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4.12)

If we also assume that our kSZE pairwise momentum is unbiased, then $\langle p_{kSZ, obs} \rangle = p_{kSZ, fid}$ and the S/N is given by

$$S/N \equiv \frac{\langle A \rangle}{\sigma_A} = \sqrt{p_{kSZ, fid}^t C^{-1} p_{kSZ, fid}}.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4.13)

In Figure 11 (left), we plot the S/N obtained for each of the CORE frequency maps, where the three CORE configurations with diameters of 120, 150 and 180 cm are color coded with green, black and red, respectively. In the low frequency channels the S/N increases with frequency because the beam FWHM is falling and the CMB contamination of kSZE estimates
decreases with the aperture size [see Figure 6 of 73]. This trend is however reversed at frequencies close to and above \( \nu = 220 \) GHz, because at those frequencies the presence of dust emission in our simulated maps becomes dominant. We have found that this dust emission contaminating kSZ measurements is predominantly generated within our galaxy. In the 120 and 180 cm diameter cases the FWHM of the channels are scaled with respect to the nominal case and this explains why for the low frequency channels the 180 cm (120 cm) diameter case is yielding slightly higher (lower) estimated S/N. At high frequencies (\( \nu > 300 \) GHz), the FWHM is typically smaller than 5 arcmin and the three mirror sizes should yield identical results. However, small-scale dust emission leaks more easily inside the AP filter for larger mirror sizes, thus slightly decreasing the S/N in these cases. The S/N for a linear combination of the different \textit{CORE} channels that projects out exactly the non-relativistic thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich component [74] is given by the blue square, for the nominal case of 150 cm diameter size. Because the channels achieving the highest S/N are dominated by CMB residuals, the gain of combining different channels is modest, reaching a maximum of S/N\( \approx 70 \).

The behavior of these S/N estimates obtained from realistic frequency maps simulated for the \textit{CORE} mission can be checked against a simple modeling of the kSZ angular power spectrum which can be made dependent on the number of clusters available, their average mass, the quality of the velocity reconstruction, the FWHM or beam size of the CMB experiment, and the instrumental noise level. The predictions for this versatile S/N estimation approach is given in Figure 11 right, which is in rough agreement with the more realistic estimates of Figure 11 left.

The kSZ pairwise momentum is dependent on the Thomson optical depth (\( \tau_T \)), the Hubble parameter and the velocity growth factor \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) (see Eq. 4.8 above). Using the \( p_{\text{KSZ}}(r) \) covariance matrix inferred from the simulated maps, it is also possible to provide Fisher-matrix forecasts for the sensitivity of \textit{CORE} to the factor \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) after assuming some prior knowledge on the gas content of clusters (\( \tau_T \)) and the Hubble parameter. In fact, a Gaussian prior on the error equal to 5% of the fiducial values of those two parameters yields a typical error in \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) at the level of 7% for the entire cluster set. This level of uncertainty is comparable to (and slightly better than) that current \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) measurements from experiments like BOSS or WiggleZ [75, 76]. Constraints on this parameter from \textit{Euclid} will be typically provided for higher redshifts (\( z > 0.8 \)), while other experiments like J-PAS [77] and SKA [e.g. 78] are expected to be significantly more sensitive (at the percent and sub-percent level), and split into multiple redshift shells. However, further kSZ-based constraints on \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) can be obtained from smaller and more abundant halos (of \( M \sim 10^{12-13} M_\odot \)) which should shrink further kSZ derived \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) uncertainties, and whose contribution could also be split in different redshift intervals. Even in a case where kSZ derived \( \sigma_8(f(z)) \) measurements may not be the most precise, they will likely contribute to shrinking the uncertainties in this factor while suffering from different systematics, and thus providing robustness to the joint estimates, [see 79, for more detailed forecasts].

4.5 CMB Temperature Evolution with Redshift

If the expansion of the Universe is adiabatic and the CMB spectrum was a black-body at the time it originated, this shape will be preserved with its temperature evolving as

\[
T(z) = T_0(1 + z)
\]  

(4.14)

This is a robust prediction of standard cosmology, but there are many non-standard, but nevertheless theoretically well-motivated physical processes in which photon number is not
conserved. Examples include a non-perfectly transparent Universe, decaying vacuum cosmologies with photon injection mechanisms, models in which the fine-structure constant varies [80], string theory motivated scenarios where photons mix with other particles such as axions [81], many modified gravity scenarios, and so on. We note that in such models the distance-duality—or Etherington [82]—relation is also violated [83], and that mechanisms that lead to deviations from the standard evolution would, in general, create spectral distortions [see e.g. 84].

At a purely phenomenological level, deviations from the standard law have often been parametrized by [85]

\[ T(z) = T_0(1 + z)^{1-\beta}. \] (4.15)

Various measurements of \( T(z) \) already exist, but the currently large uncertainties do not allow for strong constraints on the underlying models to be set. At low redshifts, the \( T(z) \) relation can be measured via the tSZE towards galaxy clusters. This method was first applied to ground-based CMB observations [86, 87], which demonstrated its potential. With a new generation of ground based SZE experiments and the all-sky Planck SZE survey, it became possible to use this method to place tight constraints on the redshift evolution of the CMB temperature [88–91].

At higher redshifts (typically \( z > 1.5 \)), \( T(z) \) can be evaluated from the analysis of quasar absorption line spectra which show atomic and/or ionic fine structure levels excited by the photon absorption of the CMB radiation. The CMB is an important source of excitation for species with transitions in the sub-millimeter range. Although the suggestion is more than four decades old, measurements (as opposed to upper bounds) were only obtained in the last two decades [92], and the best ones so far still have errors at the ten percent level [93]. The current best constraints, combining both direct SZE and spectroscopic measurements as well
as indirect distance duality measurements, are\(^2\) [95]:

\[
\beta = (7.6 \pm 8.0) \times 10^{-3}.
\]  

(4.16)

Spectroscopic measurements of \(T(z)\) using CO are currently signal-to-noise limited and will significantly improve with ELT-HIRES. Individual measurements of the temperature are expected to reach \(\Delta T < 0.1\) K, which corresponds to \(\sigma_\beta = 8 \times 10^{-3}\). This single-measurement constraint further improves as the square-root of the number of measurements at \(z \sim 2 - 3\), of which one can reasonably expect approximately \(10\). Overall we thus expect ELT-HIRES to deliver a constraint of \(\sigma_\beta = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}\).

The possibility of determining \(T_{\text{CMB}}(z)\) from measurements of the SZE was suggested long ago [96, 97]. Compton scattering of the CMB in a cluster causes an intensity change, \(\Delta I_{\text{SZ}}\), that can be written as:

\[
\Delta I_{\text{SZ}} = \frac{2k^3T_0^3}{h^2c^2} \frac{x^4e^x}{(e^x - 1)^2} \tau \left[ \theta f(x) - \beta + R(x, \theta, \beta) \right],
\]  

(4.17)

where \(\tau = \sigma T \int n_e dl\) is the optical depth, \(T_0\) is the CMB temperature at redshift \(z = 0\), \(\theta = \frac{k_BT_e}{m_e c^2}\) where \(T_e\) is the cluster electron temperature (we are assuming isothermality), \(\beta = v_z/c\) where \(v_z\) is the radial component of the peculiar velocity of the cluster, \(f(x) = \left[ x \coth \left( \frac{x}{2} \right) - 4 \right]\), and the \(R(x, \theta, \beta)\) function includes relativistic corrections [98–100].

The spectral signature of the SZE, \(\Delta I_{\text{SZ}}\), depends on the frequency \(\nu\) through the dimensionless frequency \(x = \frac{h\nu}{kT(z)} = \frac{h\nu}{kT_0}\); it is redshift-invariant only for the standard scaling of \(T_{\text{CMB}}(z)\). In all other non-standard scenarios, the ‘almost’ universal dependence of SZE on frequency becomes \(z\)-dependent, resulting in a small dilation/contraction of the SZE spectrum on the frequency axis. In terms of thermodynamic temperature, \(\Delta T_{\text{SZ}}\) of the CMB due to the SZE is given by

\[
\Delta T_{\text{SZ}}(x) = T_0 \tau \left[ \theta f(x) - \beta + R(x, \theta, \beta) \right]
\]  

(4.18)

If we assume that \(T_{\text{CMB}}\) scales with \(z\) as \(T_{\text{CMB}}(z) = T_0(1 + z)^{1-\beta}\), while the frequency scales as \((1 + z)\) as usual, then the dimensionless frequency will be \(x' = \frac{h\nu}{kBT_{\text{CMB}}}\) and \(T_{\text{CMB}} = T_{\text{CMB}}(z)/(1 + z)\).\(^{-\beta}\) will be slightly different from the local temperature \(T_0\) as measured by COBE-FIRAS. In this way it is possible to measure the temperature of the CMB at the redshift of the cluster, thus directly constraining scenarios such as those discussed above. Actually, what we measure is the temperature change integrated over the solid angle corresponding to the chosen aperture radius \(\theta_1 = \max[\theta_{500}, 0.75 \times \theta_{FWHM}(\nu)]\) (as defined in [91]), so we have:

\[
\Delta T_{\text{SZ}} = \int \Delta T_{\text{SZ}}(x) d\Omega = T_0 \left[ \theta f(x) - \beta + R(x, \theta, \beta) \right] \int \tau d\Omega .
\]  

(4.19)

In the following we will use \(T_{500}\) the integral of \(\tau\) in a sphere of radius \(R_{500} = \theta_{500} \times D_A(z)\) with \(D_A(z)\) the angular diameter distance of the cluster.

We have simulated the observations of a cluster sample selected from the CORE cluster catalog according to the following requirements:

\(^2\)Constraints on \(\beta\) can also be obtained using primary CMB only at \(z \sim 10^3\) (see e.g. [Section 6.7.3 of 94] and [57]).
• redshift $z > 0.5$, because of the higher lever arm on $\beta$;

• $\theta_{500} > 2.5$ arcmin, to keep under control the level of foregrounds (at this step assumed to be previously removed) in the aperture photometry;

• $T_{500} > 0.03$ arcmin$^2$, this last choice is done mainly to keep high S/N clusters.

This selection provides a sample of 48 high S/N clusters.

The frequency bands considered in the simulation are between 90 GHz and 340 GHz, because the lower and higher frequencies are best suited for foreground extraction and are not useful for the reconstruction of the SZE signal. CMB and foregrounds are removed first, adopting the procedure described in [91].

The forecast for the SZE signal for the clusters has been obtained from the mock cluster catalog, assuming a generalized NFW pressure model. We have used the CORE noise level (values as reported in Table 1) to estimate the errors in the observed spectra. The beam dilution effect has been taken into account to estimate errors on the SZE signal for each channel.

The mock dataset was then analyzed to recover the original input parameters of the cluster. The analysis has been performed through a MCMC algorithm, which allows us to explore the full space of the cluster parameters (integrated optical depth $\tau$, peculiar velocity $v_{pec}$, electron temperature $T_e$) and the CMB brightness temperature at the redshift of the cluster. In the analysis we allow for calibration uncertainties, considered as an uncertain scale factor, which was modeled with a Gaussian distribution with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.1%. We assume that the maps have been cleaned of foregrounds and CMB. To take into account possible CMB and kinematic SZE residuals after the removal, we model them as a kinematic SZE component and adopt as a prior a Gaussian with zero mean and with a 500 kms$^{-1}$ standard deviation. We include a prior on the cluster gas temperature, assuming that these clusters have an X-ray counterpart with electron temperatures known with a 1$\sigma$ error of 0.1 keV. These priors can be obtained with eROSITA, which can measure cluster temperatures to an accuracy of 10 - 35%, depending on the cluster temperature (ranging from 1-2 to 10 keV) [16]. The need for a good knowledge of $T_e$ is mainly dictated by the fact that the MCMC converges more quickly with respect to the case in which the prior on $T_e$ is broad. We have tried for a small sample of 25 clusters using a broader prior on $T_e$ and the resulting constraints on $T_{CMB}(z)$ are unchanged.

To obtain $\beta$ we have performed a fit of the $T(z)$ data points as shown in Figure 12. The final $\beta$ value we get by fitting the $T(z)$ data points obtained with the MCMC treatment is

$$\beta = -0.0011 \pm 0.0054 . \quad (4.20)$$

CORE will do significantly better than Planck. The study has been restricted to a few tens of clusters for simplicity. With a sample of clusters of a few hundreds, we would end up with an error bar that is more than two times lower ($\sigma_\beta \lesssim 2.7 \times 10^{-3}$). There is, of course, room for improvement by enlarging the sample size. Therefore, CORE— in combination with ELT-HIRES — offers the possibility of mapping the redshift evolution of the CMB temperature at the percent level or better for individual sources all the way from $z = 0$ to beyond $z = 3$, and to improve current constraints on the parameter $\beta$ by at least one order of magnitude.
5 Diffuse SZ Emission

Additional information is available from analysis of the map of the diffuse SZ emission over the sky. Here we examine how well CORE can extract an SZ map of the sky and how to use the one-dimensional PDF of that map as a cosmological probe.

5.1 SZE Map

We reconstruct the Compton-\(y\) parameter map of the tSZE effect with the Needlet Internal Linear Combination [NILC, 74, 101, 102]. NILC performs a weighted linear combination of the CORE sky frequency maps such that the combination is of minimum variance, while the weights assigned to each frequency map offer unit response to the tSZE frequency spectrum. While the second condition guarantees a reconstruction of the tSZE signal without any bias by projecting the observations onto the tSZE frequency scaling vector, the first condition ensures that the emission from other foreground components and the noise are minimized. By decomposing the CORE sky maps onto a frame of spherical wavelets, called needlets [103], NILC adapts foreground cleaning to the local conditions of contamination both over the sky and over the angular scales, therefore optimizing the component separation. The inverse squared RMS of the global ‘noise’ (foregrounds + instrumental) residual contamination in the NILC \(y\)-map is the sum of the inverse squared RMS of the noise in each CORE frequency map, such that the NILC reconstruction will always benefit from an increased number of frequency channels.

The large number of frequency bands (19) of CORE allows us to reconstruct the tSZE emission with unprecedented accuracy on the sky. Fig. 13 compares the NILC tSZE \(y\)-map with the input tSZE \(y\)-map of the simulation in a \(12^{\circ}.5 \times 12^{\circ}.5\) area of the sky centred at \((\ell,b) = (45^\circ, -45^\circ)\). We can see how accurately CORE extracts the tSZE emission from a large number of galaxy clusters, with minimum residual contamination from foregrounds and noise.

In Fig. 14 we show the angular power spectrum of the CORE tSZE map (solid red line) along with the power spectrum of the residual foreground components and residual noise.

![Figure 12. Recovered temperatures from a high-S/N subsample of the mock CORE cluster catalogue and the associated fit (solid line). The expected dependence in the standard ΛCDM model is \(1 + z\) (dash-dotted line).](image-url)
(coloured solid lines) leaking into the CORE tSZ map after component separation with NILC. The power spectra of the residual contamination have been computed by applying the NILC weights that go in the reconstructed tSZ map to the individual component maps of the simulation. We also plot in Fig. 14 the power spectrum of the fiducial tSZ signal (dashed black line). The reconstructed tSZ power spectrum by CORE matches almost perfectly the input tSZ power spectrum on angular scales $10 < \ell < 1000$. Galactic foregrounds, CIB, radio sources, CMB, and instrumental noise are clearly controlled and minimized by more than one order of magnitude with respect to the cosmological tSZ signal. For the sake of comparison, we over-plot as dashed green line the reconstructed tSZ power spectrum by NILC for a simulation of the Planck mission, in which case residual foreground contamination after component separation clearly dominates the tSZ signal over the whole range of angular scales. While Planck requires marginalizing a posteriori over foreground residuals in the likelihood estimation of $\sigma_8$ from the reconstructed tSZ power spectrum [104], and therefore is model-dependent, CORE allows us to accurately recover the tSZ signal over a large range of angular scales without the need of a posteriori marginalization over residuals. CORE enables a fully data-driven reconstruction of the tSZ signal over the sky at high angular resolution.

5.2 SZ Map Statistics: Estimating $\sigma_8$ with the thermal SZE 1-PDF from CORE simulations

We also performed an analysis of the 1D probability distribution function (PDF) of the reconstructed Compton parameter map. For the tSZ effect, we expect an asymmetric 1D PDF distribution with a significantly positive tail [105]. Using this fact, we can derive a
constraint on the parameter $\sigma_8$ by fitting that positive tail against the one extracted from simulated Compton $y$-maps. The simulated PDF was built from the map by binning the values of $y$ after applying the $\sim 37\%$ sky mask, obtaining the reference distribution $P(y)$. The theoretical PDF was computed following the formalism described in [106]. We used the same set of cosmological parameters employed for simulating the Compton map, and considered the [31] mass function. The Compton profile for individual clusters was determined using the [33] pressure profile, normalized using the scaling relations described in [52], and considering the same mass bias parameter employed for the simulation, $b = 0.37$. The Compton profile was smoothed with a Gaussian kernel to account for the $\text{CORE}$ 4 arcmin beam.

We fixed all cosmological parameters except for $\sigma_8$, which we varied to build a likelihood function by fitting the theoretical $P(y)$ histogram with the reference one. The cluster $y$-profile introduces correlations between different $y$ bins. This was accounted for when computing the likelihood by using a multivariate Gaussian with a covariance matrix which was evaluated numerically, accounting also for the pixel to pixel Poisson term. The range of values of $y$ chosen for the fit was the one dominated by the cluster contribution. We chose to use the interval from $y \simeq 7.3 \times 10^{-6}$ to $y \simeq 37.3 \times 10^{-6}$. In this way we discarded the very high $y$ region, were noise due to poor statistics becomes a major issue, and the very low $y$ region, where the distribution is dominated by other foregrounds and the approximation of non-overlapping clusters, implicit in our computation of the $P(y)$, is no longer applicable.

We found the final estimate $\sigma_8 = 0.814 \pm 0.002$ (68% C.L.). This value is compatible with the one used for generating the simulated map, $\sigma_8 = 0.815$. In [107] a similar analysis was performed to estimate $\sigma_8$ from the Planck all-sky Compton parameter map, yielding the estimate $\sigma_8 = 0.77 \pm 0.02$. We note that our result reduces the uncertainty by a factor $\sim 10$. 

Figure 14. Angular power spectrum of the $\text{CORE}$ tSZE map (solid red line) with respect to the input tSZE power spectrum (dashed black line), along with the power spectrum of residual foregrounds after component separation by $\text{NILC}$. The tSZE power spectrum from a Planck-like mission is over-plotted in dashed green line for a side-by-side comparison with the performance of $\text{CORE}$.
Figure 15. Compton parameter 1D-PDF employed for the $\sigma_8$ parameter estimation. Dotted: distribution extracted from the CORE map realization; dashed: best-fit computed PDF, corresponding to our estimate $\sigma_8 = 0.814$; solid: region considered for the fit. Low values of $y$ were discarded from this analysis because the modelling of the PDF in this region does not accurately account for signal arising from overlapping clusters along the line-of-sight or for sources of contamination affecting the lowest $y$ bins.

We also checked that this estimate is robust when choosing a different upper limit for the $y$ interval considered for the fit.

6 Conclusions

We have examined in detail the capabilities of the CORE mission for galaxy cluster science, exploring the impact of primary mirror size, and comparing CORE to options for a future ground-based CMB-S4 experiment. CORE-150 (1.5 m primary) will detect $\sim 50,000$ clusters in its all-sky survey ($\sim 15\%$ sky mask). The yield increases (decreases) by 25\% if one increases (decreases) the telescope primary mirror size by 30 cm. An observatory with 3.5 m telescopes and 155,000 detectors observing in five frequency bands from the Atacama plateau, CMB-S4 (Atacama) would be shallower than CORE, while a South Pole observatory observing with a 10 m telescope instead, CMB-S4 (South Pole), would be significantly deeper. The combination of catalogues from the two ground sites (Atacama+South Pole) would provide $\sim 80,000$ clusters. In combination with CMB-S4 (South Pole), CORE-150 would reach a limiting mass of $M_{500} \sim 2 - 3 \times 10^{13} M_\odot$ and detect well over 200,000 clusters, including $\sim 20,000$ clusters at $z > 1.5$ if we assume that the gas in these young structures follows scaling laws similar to the local scaling laws with self-similar evolution in redshift – an open question that such future CMB observations will allow us to investigate in some depth.

In the base $\Lambda$CDM framework, CORE cluster counts alone will provide competitive constraints on $\Omega_m$ and $\sigma_8$ when the other parameters are constrained by, e.g., primary CMB and/or non-CMB external datasets. Full exploitation of the catalogue, however, requires the cluster mass scale to be determined to better than a few percent ($<5\%$) accuracy (Sec. 4.1.1); this will be achieved over a broad redshift range using CMB halo lensing stacks. CORE cluster counts will also be competitive for constraining the dark energy equation of state parameter $w_0$ and its possible redshift evolution $w_a$ in the $w\Lambda$CDM model when marginalizing over all
other parameters \((\sigma_{w0} = 0.28, \sigma_{wa} = 0.31)\). Adding cluster counts to CORE primary CMB will tighten the constraints on the dark energy equation–of–state parameters \((\sigma_{w0} = 0.05, \sigma_{wa} = 0.13)\), and improve the ability to measure neutrino mass, reaching an uncertainty of \(\Sigma m_\nu = 39\ \text{meV} (1\sigma)\).

CORE will measure cluster masses using CMB halo lensing out to the highest redshifts, well beyond the range of galaxy shear observations. Individual masses can be measured with uncertainties of \(4 \times 10^{14}/2 \times 10^{14}/10^{14} M_\odot\) (at 1\(\sigma\)) using CMB halo lensing for CORE-120/CORE-150/CORE-180, respectively. A large telescope \((\gtrsim 180\ \text{cm})\) would be required to determine individual masses with uncertainties at the level \(\lesssim 10^{14} M_\odot\). Stacking the CMB lensing signal on many clusters will calibrate cluster scaling relations to a few percent out to redshift \(z = 1.5\) for CORE-120, and out to \(z = 2\) for CORE-150 and CORE-180. This component of the CORE science is crucial for constraining cosmology with cluster counts.

CORE will use clusters in a number of additional studies. It will provide extremely precise and accurate measurements of the composite SZE spectrum for combinations of ten or more clusters. With this information one can study the effects of the relativistic thermal SZE as well as contaminants like intracluster dust. For the highest mass clusters, it will be possible to measure ICM temperatures using the relativistic effect, although cluster temperature measurements may well be hampered by emission from the intracluster dust that contaminates the measured flux at the higher frequencies. The broad frequency coverage afforded by CORE enables this experiment. Pairwise momentum through the kSZE can be extracted to \(S/N > 60\) in individual frequency channels between 150 and 300 GHz; at higher frequencies, dust from our Galaxy decreases the S/N. Finally, the tSZE can be used as a precision test of one of the basic tenants of the standard model, the redshift evolution of the CMB temperature. Deviation from the standard evolution of \(T_{\text{CMB}}(z) \propto (1 + z)\) will be constrained to better than \(5.4 \times 10^{-3}\).

The size of the CORE primary telescope mirror only weakly impacts detection of the relativistic tSZE, the kSZE pairwise momentum significance and the measurement of \(T_{\text{CMB}}(z)\), but wide frequency coverage is needed to disentangle the various signals (primary CMB, Galactic emission and cluster contaminants such as intracluster dust emission). Cosmological parameters from cluster counts also depend only weakly on telescope size, provided the cluster mass scale is determined to a few percent. This will be enabled through a CMB halo lensing analysis using the CORE dataset; however, this measurement benefits from a larger aperture. An aperture \(> 150\ \text{cm}\) is needed to determine the cluster mass scale to a few percent out to redshift \(z = 2\), and to measure individual masses with uncertainties of the order of \(10^{14} M_\odot\). The \(> 150\ \text{cm}\) aperture would also enable detection of hundreds of clusters at \(z > 1.5\) and push the redshift limit of the survey well beyond the limits of the eROSITA and Euclid surveys.

Finally, we have shown that the broad frequency coverage of CORE enables clean extraction of a full-sky map of diffuse SZE signal, much improved over the Planck SZE map by significantly reducing contamination from foregrounds. Our analysis of the one-dimensional distribution of Compton-\(y\) values in the simulated map finds an order of magnitude improvement in the possible constraints on \(\sigma_8\) over a similar analysis carried out on the Planck data, demonstrating that this will be a powerful cosmological probe.
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